Automated localization of cysts in diabetic macular edema using optical coherence tomography images.
This paper presents a novel automated system that localizes cysts in optical coherence tomography (OCT) images of patients with diabetic macular edema (DME). First, in each image, six sub-retinal layers are detected using an iterative high-pass filtering approach. Next, significantly dark regions within the retinal micro-structure are detected as candidate cystoid regions. Each candidate cystoid region is then further analyzed using solidity, mean and maximum pixel value of the negative OCT image as decisive features for estimating the area of cystoid regions. The proposed system achieves 90% correlation between the estimated cystoid area and the manually marked area, and a mean error of 4.6%. Finally the proposed algorithm locates the cysts in the inner plexiform region, inner nuclear region and outer nuclear region with an accuracy of 88%, 86% and 80%, respectively.